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FOREWORD

This interim technical documentary report was prepared by the University
of Day'- n Research Institute, Dayton, Ohio, on Air Force Contract AF 33(616)-
6417. This contract was initiated under Project No. 7063, "Mechanics of Flight"
and Task No. 70151, "Investigation of Internal Visco-Compressible Fldw Phenom-
ena. " The work was adm-inistered under the direction of the Fluid Dynamic.s
Research Branch of the Aeronautical Research Laboratory. Mr. Maurice 0. Law-
son was the ARL Project Engineer for this work.

The able assistance and cooperation of the members of the Aeronautical
Research Laboratory and in particular the efforts of Mr. Lawson, Dr. Hans
3. P. von Ohain and Dr. Roscoe 14. Mills are appreciated and hereby acknowl-
edged.

The work described in-this technical note was conducted in the period
15 April 1960 to 14 April 1961.
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ABSTE .CT

Pressure energy exchange principles are being investigated by the Univer-
sity of Dayton Research Institute. These studies are directed toward achieving
temperatures of the order of 10, 000R in substantial amounts of uicontaininated,
high pressure air, and higher temperatures in small ai--ounts 3f air.

A system using high pressure air to raise the temperature cf a charge of
air by rapid compression up to 200 atmospheres is being used for experimental
studies. Also being invettigated is a system which uses a colunn of water at
velocities up to-two hundred feet per second to compress a charge of air. A brief
description of both systems and the preliminary results from the first few experi-
mental tests are included in this Technical Note. A theoretical development of
conditions resulting from shock heating of the charge gas is presented.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Laboratory methods of obtaining temperatures of the order of 10, 0000

Ranki:,, n gases are of ever increasing importance. The presence of even small
amounts of impurities in these gases is undesirable since some properties of high
energy gaars can be greatly affected by traces of other materials. The amount of
high energy gas available and its pressure also determine to a very large degree
both the instrumentation requirements and the types of problems which can be sim-
ulated in the laboratory.

A method which might produce the desired conditions in a large amount of
air was demonstrated at the Aeronautical Research Laboratory by Mr. M. 0. Law-
son. This low pressure system was further tested by the University of Dayton and
is described in detail in Reference 1. The results of these tests were utilized in
designing a higher energy system operating at pressures up to--200 atmospheres.

This technical note describes the development, construction, and operation
of this 200 atmosphere system as well as theoretical and initial test performance.
Also described are systems which utilize the kinetic energy of a piston or -column
of water to compress a small amount of air to high energy density.

Manuscript released May 1961 by the auithors for publication as-an ARL Technical

Documentary Report.
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SECTION II

Di,3CRIPTION OF APPARATUS

GAS DRIVER SYSTEM

The physical arrangement of the 200 atmosphere pressure energy exchange
system is shown in Figure 1. The basic concept of operation is the use of a large
amount of "driver" gas at a low energy density to produce a high energy density in
a smaller amount cf "charge" gas. This is accomplished by allowing the higher
pressure driver gas to compress the charge gas and thereby add energy to the
charge gas.

It is clear that the final temperatures achieved in the charge gas will be
influenced by the amount of mixing of the lower temperature driver gas with the
high final temperature charge gas as well as heat losses and the compression
process itself. In-order to more clearly describe this system it can be divided
into the following sections:

1. Compression Chambers and Preheater Assembly
2. Shock Tube Section
3. Diaphragm Assembly
4. Air Treatment and Storage- System
5. Instrumentation and Control System

A brief description-of each of these sections follows.

Compression Chambers and Preheater Assembly

The compression chambers consist of a 6" diameter x 6" long main chamber
and a smaller annex chamber (Figure 2). Design values of the geometric param-
eters of Va/Vt A*/Vt and 0 are those which optimized performance of the low pres-
sure system previously investigated. These geometric parameters are variable
in steps to permit investigation of their influence upon performance. Preheating
of the charge air in the compression chambers is accomplished by Nichrome heat-
ing elements which--form the inner surfaces of the chambers.

Immediately down stream the main chamber orifice is an air operated
piston which serves a- a quick opening valve to initiate flow into the compression
chambers. This valve is opened by venting the cylinder behind the piston to atmos-
phere. Since the piston area--exposedto-the driver gas before the valve begins to
open is only 25% of -the total piston area, the cylinder pressure is much lower than
driver pressure. When the valve begins to open-the entire area is exposed to
driver pressure so-that the valve opens quickly and remains completely open. Open-
ing time is estimated to be several milliseconds. This time is a small fraction of
the total compression time and since the compression chamber and-entrance con-
figurations do not -fa-,or shock heaing of the gas in the chamber there would be
little advantage in using conventional diaphragm rupture to release the driver gas
Instead of the above valve. The need of replacing diaphragms after each operation
is thereby eliminated with this configuration.

The entering driver air is directed to the periphery of the chamber andupon

passing through the swirl vanes enters the main chamber. The tangential motion
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of the driver air tends to keep it to the outside of the main chamber and thus reduces
the amount of driver air which enters the annex chamber and mixes with the charge
gas.

Shock Tube Section

The shock tube section is a 27 foot length of commerical high pressure pipe
with internal diameter of 4. 9 inches. This tube is part of the storage system when
the quick-opening valve is used as described previously. For studies involving
shock heating of the charge gas, this tube becomes part of the initial charge volume,
the quick-opening valve remains open, and diaphragm rupturo is used to initiate
flow. This tub. then initially contains the major portion of the charge gas which
upon rupture of the diaphragm is heated and compressed first by primar, and re-
flected shock waves in the tube and then by final compression in the compression
chambers.

Mixing of charge and driver air during this final compression is reduced by
keeping the finai position of the ideal unbroadened interface well outside the cham-
bers. The actual diffusion broadened interface is therefore largely outside-the
chamber and mixing after final compression must be by diffusion through the small
area of the inlet orifice. Any portion of the diffused interface which enters the
chamber during the compression process is itard.d from mixing with the charge
gas in the annex chamber by-the swirl imparted to this gas upon entering the main
chamber.

Diaphragm Assembly

The diaphragm assembly gives controlled rupture th-roughout the testing
range of pressures. This assembly, shown -in Figure 3, clamps two diaphragms
separated by a spacer. Required diaphragm clamping force is developed by a
floating annular piston which clamps both diaphragms when the tube upstream of
the diaphragms is pressurized (Reference Z). Initial clamping to insure sealing
is furnished by bolting of flanges. The diaphragm section is pressurized so that
each diaphragm carries about one-half the total driver pressure. The six inch
gate valve to the stored driver air can then-be opened without surge loading of the
diaphragms. To initiate rupture of the diaphragms thc full driver pressure is bled
into the space hetween the diaphragms causing rupture of the downstream and ur-
stream diaphragms in rapid succession.

Air Treatment and Storage System

The compressed driver air is filtered, and passed through units to remove
oil and water vapor. The driver storage vessels which ope-rate the system with
less than a 10%6 pressure drop have a combined volume of 52.5 ft 3 . This equip-
ment is described in Reference 1.

Instrumentation and Control System

All controls are at a cenrt-al Incation beyond concrete safety walls. The
instrumentation and control panel is shown in Figure 4.

Air -temperatures are presently being measured with . 001 inch diameter
chromel-alumel thermocouples, however, at higher temperatures 60 percent

5
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Figure 4. Inistrumnentation -and Control Panel
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Irridium 40 percent Rhodium thermocouples will be usea. Terperatures during
preheating and cooling after compression are recoracd on strip chart recorders
while the more dynamic temperatures encountered during the compression process
are recorded on an oscilloscope. A dynamic pressure -transducer gives pressure
history of the charge gas in the compression chamber. Static pressures of all
portions of the system are displayed at the panel and controlled with solenoid or
motor operated valves. The 200 atmosphere sysem was completed and shakedown
operations began in December of 1960.

LIQUID DRIVER SYSTEM

A low pressure liquid driver system, Figure 5, utilizing water as the driver
medium and air as the charge gas was designed for driver fluid pressure of 300 psi
while the initial charge gas pressure can be varied from below atmospheric to
driver liquid pressure. The construction of the ;ystem has been completed and
shakedown tests are now being performed.

The system is composed of three essential eiements: driver liquid storage
tank, ram tube, and compression chamber. Theie are described in the following
paragraphs.

Driver Liquid Storage Tank

The driver liquid storage tank is a 500 psi pressure vessel with a volume of
eight cubic feet. Pressure on the driver fluid is maintained by an air cushion. The
ratio of air cushion volume to initial charge gas volume is maintained so that the
pressure on the driver liquid does not drop-more than five percent during a test.

Ram Tube

The ram tube connects -the driver liquid storage -tank to the compression
chamber. The function of this tube is to permit the high pressure air cushion in
the driver tank to accelerate a considerable amount of -driver liquid -which then com-
presses the charge gas to a pressure which is much higher than the pressure of the
air cushion in the driver tank. As the charge gas forces some of the driver liquid
back into the storage tank the pressure oscillates back to driver pressure. In addi-
tion to -the diaphragm at the storage tank used to initiate flow the ram tube is
equipped to receive a diaphragm near the compression-chamber. This permits
initial evaculation of the ram tube in order to increase liquid driver velocity.

The tube has an internal diameter of one inch and a length which can be
varied from one foot to 20 feet. With the exception of short sections near the dia-
phragms the tube is transparent plastic ' permit visual and photographic observa-
tion.

Comp'ession Chamber

The compression chamber (Figure 6)-is a 6 inch internal diameter cylinder
into which driver liquid enters tangentially-at the periphery. The ends of the cyl-
inder are transparent to permit visual and photographic observation of the com-
pression prccess.

8
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Figure 6. Liquid Driver- Compression Chamber
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SECTION III

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The systems being investigated for producing high energy air can be separ-
ated into three categories depending on the driving system. These are liquid
driven, gas driven, and solid piston driven systems. Each of these types of sys-
tems is treated here.

Gas Driven Systems

One of the gas driven systems being tested ideally brings the charge gas to
driver pressure by means of isentropic compression, whereas the second system
ideally brings the charge gas to drive, pressure through two shocks and a final
stage of isentropic compression. The 200 atmosphere ion-shock system is very
similar in operating prnciples to the low pressure system described in refcrence 1.
Therefore, the theoretical performance of this system will not be repeated in this
report. Some test data obtained with the zoo atmvsphere system are compared with
theoretical performance and previous dat:, from the low pressure system in
Figure 7.

One mil chro-nel-alumel thermocouples have b, en used to date to measure
charge air -temperatures. Three thermocouple- in parallel are used to average out
local temperature differences. In case vi breaKage of one of these thermocouples
the data for thzt test is still usable. Breakage of thermocouples has not been a
problem with the nonshock configuration, but has been quite bothersome with the
shock configuration. Most of the breakage has been caused by flexing of -the support
rods vsed on the thermocouple probe and impact of scale particles on the thermo-
couple N. res. A more rugged probe and general cleaning of the system should cor-
rect the.-, conditions. Operation of the quick opening valve is now satisfactory
after somre initial difficulties with ieakage past the valve. Preheating of the charge
gas has not been satisfactory and a large-r power supply is required to obtain the
desired temperatures.

On the second system described above the -hocks will increase the entropy
of the charge gas while the final pressure will still be driver pressure, hence the
temperature will be higher. The theoretical development of such a system is
described here.

When the diaphragro is ruptured and a shock travels down the tube and
strikes the inlet plate to the compression chamber, the shock is reflected back up
the tube toward the interfc'ce shock heating the larger portion of the charge a second
time. Even though further shocks may occur in the tube -the major portion of the
entropy increase will have already occurred, hence the remainder of the process
will be nearly isentropic assuming no heat losses. Influence of heat losses in the
compression chamber can be accounted fcr by proper choice of the polytropic ex-
ponent for-the final portion of conpressioa. The reflected shock will essentially
have the strength associated with reflection from a closed end tube since the ratio
At/A* = 24 -(see Reference 3).

With the :-ollowing assumptions:
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(a) Perfect gases
(b) No shock attenuation
(c) No heat losses

the following equations can be used to determine the final gas properties. From
Reference 4 the relation between shock Mach Numbar and pressure ratio across
the diaphragm is

ZYD

r5' £1 TD -Y:1 Syc I

The pressure ratio across the first shock itl:

PIlS Zy 2 1

P-- Ms 

Using the equations from Evans and Evanb kReference 5) the remaining
properties behind both shocks can be obtained. These equations were obtained for
a constant velocity piston traveling down a closed end tube. The shock wave gener-
ated by the piston motion %- uuld reflect from the closed end, then from the pis' n
etc. Then:

P nS r() rox + j + n + )
r(x+ +l)r(x+n) (3)

P rs ro, + L)-r (x + + n)
p-c + (4)

T nS (X + n) -(), + Rt + n)

T z _1C (W + )(5)

Un u( X + + c c if n even (6)-

The subscript, n, refers to conditions behind the nth shock. UnS is nth shock
velocity relative to the fixed tube and r is the gamma function. With assumptions
a. b, and c these equations also hold for the first shock and reflected shock in the
shock tube since the interface progresses down the tube at constant velocity until
it collides with the reflected shock.

If n = 2 is substituted into equation (4) we have

13



P S PI X z (7)
Ic

The final temperature ratio is obtained by the familiar isentropic compres-
sion formula

Tf c  T (PD) D

Points for Figure 8 were calculated using this model where Tf/TIc
TZS/Tlc , and TiS/Tlc are plotted versus shock Mach Number. Also shown are
real gas effects. Data for these curves were obtained from References 6, 7, and 8.
With no modifications the present configuration can obtain a shock Mach Numbe-r of
2. 6 traveling into atmosoheric air, however, if the charge gas initial pressure is
reduced to 10-2 atmospheres a shock Mach Number of 4. 0-could be achieved.

The gas which is in the compression chamber can be preheated and the
question arises whether or not it is desirable to mix this gas with the shock heated
gas entering the compression chamber.

Initially, with preheating, the gas in the tube and in the compression cham-
ber are at the same pressure but different temperatures. Further it is assumed
that the gas in the compression chamber is isentropically compressed while the
gas in the shock tube is compressed as described above. Using conservation of
mass and energy the following equation for the "cup mixing" temperature is obtained

PD

r TIch Tft
c PD

Tc Tlch + ft'Tfch

From-the assumed isentropic compression in the compression chamber:

PDD

D chTft

Tfy- - (9)

T lch + Tft -T ich
c Ric

now: y-l

T > Tft -if Tft - ( Tl- < 0
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and

Tf < Tft if T - ( D T Tc h > 0.

Then

TIch Tft 1

(PD)Y
which enables one to judge the desirability of mixing in the compression chamber
when preheating. Figure 9 is a plot of equation (10). For values of preheat above
the curve no mixing is desirable; for values below the curve, mixing in the com-
pression chamber is desirable. Hence the compression chamber of the non-
shock configuration is desirable for values of TIch/TIt above the curve of
Figure 9 while a simpler collecting chamber would be desirable for values of
Tlch/Tlt below the curve since some heat sinks could be eliminated. It should be
noted that the positiun of the curve was calcuLated using the model for Tft/Tlt as
given abc.

Estimated heat losses from the shock heated gas can be calculated by the
method of Reference 9. This analysis uses the heat transfer for steady flow past
a flat plate at the velocity u behind the shock. The conditions of the boundary layer
with time after shock passage at any point in the shock tube can be related-to a
position on the flat plate. In Figure 10 the conditions of the boundary layer at
time t and point p are the same as the conditions at the distance d on the flat plate
therefore

d Us
u S ti d = u d d US  ut.
S S u us - u

This is the relation between d and t required to ube the steady flow equation for a
flat plate.

For the laminar flow case according to Reference 9 the heat loss rate is

qL = BL t - 0 . 5

where BL (T T E (Kpcp)g (4-( 1) u]
L -TWu O.

and x
t = T- -

US

where t is the time after the shock passes the station x, and "T is the time after

shock initiation. So
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QL rj u DB (T u x 0.5 d'dx + uSR DB (- ) dTdx

o f S-'x (11)

where the first term on the right represents the losses from those stations at which
the loss starts at the time the shock passes (x/us) and ends at the time the inter-
face passes (x/u). The second term represents the losses from those stations
where losses by this mechanism end when the reflected shock passes (1/u S
+ -Z- x/UsR). The collision of the interface and the reflected shock occurs at sta-
tion S.

After integration

3 3

QL a. S -J + _ 1 1) (lZ)
3 F- I VT SVS SR iS

where
P c

S C)'

and A 'u
S PZS

P1c

Similarly for turbulent flow (Reference 9)

where

6- - 0.2 T 0.8 0.2

BT 0.0296 (TR - TW)("p (S) ( 5plS) P s-cpISu

S Tp s r P lsUUs

The refore
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36 us 7 uuSR S

The cup mixing temperature for the air heated by the first shock is

T 2 T 2 S Y- 1  Q
7-lc W 7c Y Pc_ V Ic '

The loss behind the reflected shock is neglected since th : time of this reflection is
short and the velocity is essentially zero. The remainder of the compression is
assumed to follow a polytropic process where n = 1. 3 to account for heat losses.
The final "cup mixing" temperature then is:

n -l
n

T f Tl TZt P D

T --- (r:.-(14)

Solid Piston and Liquld Systems

A preliminary theoretical study was made of the use of a solid piston system
for obtaining small amounts of uncontaminated gas at high temperature and pressure.
One possible system upes a light gas gun (or ordinary gun) to fire a piston into an
evacuated barrel. After the piston attains a high velocity it passes-an array of vent
holes which allows the driving gas to-escape. The piston then pierces a diaphragm
and compresses the charge gas, If it is desired that the charge gas remain con-
fined an-arrangement would be required to prevent reversal of the piston.

Any leakage encountered during compression would be from-the cha rge gas
since the driver pressure was vented, therefore, driver gas contamination is
eliminated and piston clearance can be adequate to prevent serious heating prob-
lems due to friction with the walls when the piston is at high velocities. Since the
compression process begins only after the pistor has obtained maximum velocity
the compression process would be very rapid and heat losses would be kept to a
minimum.

If-heat losses are neglected the total kinetic energy of the piston must be
absorbed by the gas which is compressed in the barrel hence mc Au = mpVp /Zg
then for a perfect gas

Tf yW (y- l)
Tc c p

T he final temperature, therefore, is a function of the weight ratio of piston

to gas and the initial Mach Number ofthe piston relative to the charge gas. Since

20



light-gas guns have fired light weight projectiles at velocities of 22, 000 ft/sec, with
proper weight ratio, small quantities of a perfect gas could be raised to tempera-
turds of the order of 100,000 0 F. Of course, with real gas effects the temperature
would be lower than indicated by equation (15).

It should be noted that equation (15) holds regardless of the irreversible
processes which take place in the compression. A heavy, slow moving piston
would more nearly approximate isentropic compression than a faster moving,
lighter piston with the same kinetic energy, however, both would produce the same
final temperature in the gas. The technique developed in Reference 5 can again be
used to estimate final charge pressures.

This same solid piston model is applicable to the 1iquid system while the
liquid is traveling as a solid in the ram tube. However, the liquid interface in the
tube is unstable unless the liquid is accelerating. This can be accomplished by us-
ing a converging ran tube before the compression chamber.

The 300 psi liquid driver system ha3 been operated with driver pressures up
to 150 psi with initial charge gas pressure of one atmosphere. Peak charge pres-
sures up to 600 psi were obtained, however, temperatures were not measured dur-
ing these preliminary tests. Visual observatiua doticted considerable entrainment
at the liquid interface in the ram tube. Motion pictures will be used-ta study the
nature and extent of this entrainment. Stable confinement of the compressed charge
gas in the center of the compression chamber was maintained from-one to three
seconds.

21



SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Test data available at this time are of a preliminary iiature. On the basis
of these data and their agreement with predictions the following conclusious can be
drawn.

1. Performance of the 200 atmosphere system operating in the non-shock
configuration without preheating is in agreement with that predicted by
the previous low pressure energy exchange system. When used in-the
shock configuration the performance is substantiai'y improved.

2. In the liquid driver system, instability and entrainment are quite
noticeable at the liquid interface in the ram tube.

It is recommended th;..t testing of both air driven systems and the liquid
system be continued.

Specificallylfor the gas driven systems the following recommendations are
made:

1. The non-shock configuration should be tested-using statistically do-

signed-experiments to determine:

(a) The effects of preheat on performance.

(b) The etfects of higher absolute pressures-on heat losses.

2. Tests with the shock configuration should be performed to determine:

(a) The accuracy of the-theoretical model in predicting performance.

(b) The exact increases in performance over-the non-shock con-
figuration for a given pressure ratio.

(c) The effect of preheat of charge gas in the compression chamber.

(d) The effect of compression chamber configuration on performance.

3. Theoretical studies of the shock configuration -should be made to deter-
mine the increased performance available utilizing gases such as helium
as the driver gas.

4. Tests should be conducted-with the shock tube and compression chamber
partially evacuated.

Specitically-for the liquid driven system the following recommendations-are
made.

High speed motion pictures should be taken ofthe interface in the ram
tube and-compression chamber with various operating conditions.

22



2. Tests should be performed to determine complete performance of the
present configuration.

3. On the basim of data obtained from I and 2 above modifications of the
tam tube and the compression chamber mhould be made to daetermine
their effects on performance.

It is further recommended that theoretical studies and, if warranted, simpre
feasibility tests be performed on other systems which show promise of achieving
the objectives of producing high temperature pure air.

23
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